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WHAT VEHICLES CAN
YOU USE?

Use whatever platform you want, I don't care. I personally prefer Hargreaves Lansdown but be
sure it's the right platform you.
 
Alternatively Google investment platforms and research options - there are a few things to
consider when picking a platform: 
 
Evaluate the costs to trade
Look at the annual fees
What investment options do they offer
Look for a company who offers a broad range of funds and companies to choose from
Consider the accessibility of your funds
 
Don't be shy to investigate robo advisor platforms, they can be a great alternative to hands off
investing. 
 
Ultimately, although it's important to investigate platforms, just pick one. They're mostly the same
so don't let decisions hold you back so just do it!
 

Vehicles are the wrapper around your investments and
include investment accounts, ISA's and pensions. 
 
ISA's can either be a cash ISA or shares/ investment ISA
(tax efficient).
 
Pensions include: Workplace pension, SIP - Self invested
pension plan & SSAS - Small self administered scheme.
 
SIPS: Put in as much as you want, tax relief or net pay
arrangement, counted as an expense for an
entrepreneur. You do get taxed when withdrawing (25%
tax free).
 
ISA's are taxed on the way in, SIPS on the way out.
Long term ISA's can be more cost effective and flexible.
If you need the money, you can access it.
 
Investment accounts should be your last option
 

WHAT PLATFORMS TO USE



FUNDS RESEARCH

Follow the tips in the acommpanying video to
understand how to do your due diligence when
it comes to researching funds. 
 
In the example, I use Hargreaves Lansdown as
that's what I'm used to - but this method will
work for whatever platform you decide to use. 
 
Don't forget to look at the following factors: 
 
Sector
Fund size
Accumulation 
Fund features
Costs involved 
Investment options 
Yield
Cumulative performance

Property research is probably an entire video series on it's own but this is a very brief
overview to help you know what to look for. 
 
To begin, decide what type of property you want to invest in, how much you want to
spend and who your ideal client is for rental purposes - this will help you narrow down
your search. 
 
Use the instructions in the video to help you target your search to a concentrated area
and then what to look for in terms of the actual property. 
 
Consider the yield and the average rent when you're picking a property. 
 
Don't forget to take into consideration the condition of the property and any works you
may need to do before you can begin to get a return on your investment. 
 
 

PROPERTY RESEARCH



TOOLS THAT WILL HELP
Manage your finances on a daily basis, I’ve always used MoneyHub and do pay the £1 a
month or whatever it is as I can track everything in one place.
However Money Dashboard looks like a free alternative that does most of the things
MoneyHub does. 
 
I love TransferWIse a little bit too much. I use it as a credit card as well as for all my
international things. Great exchange rates (not always the best, but always up there), and
because they give you a bank account in most of the countries they cover, it saves a lot of
hassle with international transactions.
 
Trading View is my preferred charting software package. It gives you a lot for free, but you
can pay more for the advanced package. This is what I use for my trading, but would be good
for you to be able to look at longer term trends and to see what the markets are up to.
 
Revolut is more of a card to use abroad to get the best exchange rates. It will also let you buy
some Crypto currencies – but be warned they are an expensive way of buying them – and you
can’t take your crypto off their site. 
 
Morning Star is a very detailed fund and share research platform. To be honest it’s going to
be overkill for a lot of you, but wanted to include it for completeness sake. I wouldn’t bother,
I think you can get a lot of info through whichever platform you use to invest in – such as
Hargreaves Lansdown – but you can track your portfolios through this site if you wanted to.
 
There are several sites that can be used for Crypto buying and trading, each with their own
benefits and drawbacks. 
 
CoinMarketCap
Coinigy
Blockfolio
CryptoCompare 
 
Do your due diligence before using any of these. 
 
 


